Adapt Films

Jacqui Peedell & Mandy Blair
Why?

• Improve resources
• Specific to young onset dementia
• Share personal experiences
• Films have a wide reach
PACE Group
Positive Activists Consultants Educators
What?

• PACE members
• Support and advice based on experience
• From the heart – not scripted
Personal Benefit

- Given a voice
- Opportunity to help other
- Shared experiences
- Free lunch!
Benefits

• Improved information following diagnosis
• Based on real experiences
• Accessible and timely
• Comfort and reassurance
Where?

• YoungDementia UK website
• Social media
• Newsletters
• Conferences
• Training courses
Who and how to tell

Being a parent

Employment and keeping active
Find out more

Mandy Blair

mandyblair@youngdementiauk.org